Exorcising Racism

As to you Color, you old evil demon of immanity, I am not afraid of you.
I see the machete Black and the slaverwhip White leading people by the tip of their biology.
And there are: Beige, Black, Brown, Pink, Red, White, Yellow.
Color Evil demanding sameness causing hate,
Color Demon blinding to humanity causing hate,
Evil Color leading to injustice causing hate,
Evil color Demon turning youth stupidly violent causing hate,
Demon Color composing vicious cacophony causing hate,
Demon color Evil affirming unfairly causing hate,
Evil Color depriving unfairly causing hate,
Color Demon fragmenting mankind causing hate,
Evil Color exploiting to indignity causing hate,
Evil color Demon dehumanizing to subhumanity causing hate,
Demon Color disintegrating to immanity causing hate,
Demon color Evil materializing to loss of Spirit causing hate.

Color Evil Demon, go back to wavelength which is all you are,
You figment fantasy imagining abyss, malignant stupid inane demon,
Creating power-mad manipulating people causing hate,
Run, run, run, to hell with you, old degrader;
I found you nowhere non-being demon color.
Begone, satan. "Instead, Virtue Filled Content of Character"!
And you, Color do not exist except as a light wavelength.
Color, no more can you hurt not existing.
Full humanity without Color except Human Race.
Words with dignity, unity, integrity, identity, spirituality color excluded.

Hello World! We are all the same...We are all the same...
Once Color Demon is done away with.
KolorKolorKolor is the KKK.